POST MOUNT

COLORS:
- TOP: SYMBOL, LEGEND & BORDER - WHITE (REFL)
- BACKGROUND - BLACK (NON-REFL)
- BOTTOM: LEGEND & BORDER - BLACK (NON-REFL)
- BACKGROUND - WHITE (REFL)

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING GROUP

DRAWN: L. LOPEZ
DATE: DECEMBER / 2012
APPROVED: SIGNATURE ON FILE

ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES

CODE: R3-12e
SIZE: 36" x 60"
EXPRESSWAY

3.000" Radius, 0.750" Border, White on Black;
Symbol RG005; "LEFT" D; "LANE" D;
2.250" Radius, 0.875" Border, 0.625" Indent, Black on White;
"HOV" D; "2" D; "+" D; "ONLY" D; "½" E;
"MILE" D specified length;

R03-12e(36x60-EXPWY)WHT-BLK;

POST MOUNT

CODE: R3-12e
SIZE: 48" x 72"
FREEWAY

3.000" Radius, 0.750" Border, White on Black;
Symbol RG005; "LEFT" E Mod; "LANE" E Mod;
3.000" Radius, 1.250" Border, 0.750" Indent, Black on White;
"HOV" E Mod specified length; "2" E Mod; "+" E Mod;
"ONLY" E Mod; ½" E; "MILE" D specified length;

SIGN SIZE MODIFIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 2A.11 OF THE ARIZONA SUPPLEMENT TO THE 2009 MUTCD.

ARIZONA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING GROUP

DRAWN: L. LOPEZ DATE: DECEMBER / 2012

APPROVED: SIGNATURE ON FILE